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HENRY'S GENERAL STORE

by HENRY RATZ

INDYPEX 89 is just around the corner! By the time you read
this issue of Tell only a little more than two months will separate
us from our annual gathering in Indianapolis . I hope that many of
you requested and received the show prospectus (as offered by our
show coordinator, Bob Zeigler, in last month's Tell, p .107) and are
busy mounting your new and exciting Swiss pages . The organizers
reserved 50 frames for us and I am anxious to see and study them
all . I am equally anxious to meet as many of you as can make it to
this centrally located city.

You probably didn't know, but "Philatelia" was the sister of Lady
Godiva, with the added twist that she prefers to ride bulls . All that
according to an Austrian postcard promoting the third Austrian
Stampday in 1924, organized by the Philatelic Society of Salzburg.
Either they suffered from low attendance in the past or they had a
designer in their ranks with rather euphoric imagination . Bob
Zeigler : are we going to be welcomed at Indypex with anything
resembling this?

§ It appears that many specialized stamp societies experience a high
drop-out rate each year . Believe me, it's always a matter of great
concern to officers of our society as well, and considerable time,
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money and effort are expended to minimize the effect of this
dilemma and attempt to "replace" during the year the members we
lose at the end of the year when dues-paying time comes around.
Your society is holding it's own in this respect . Secretary Dick Hall
recently produced the following interesting figures of non-renewals
(all unstated reasons) for the last decade:

1978 19 1981 74 1984 23 1987 32
1979 63 1982 43 1985 66 1988 34
1980 80 1983 56 1986 67

I could read something into these figures but I might be as
accurate as a palm reader . In an attempt to learn a bit more about
the various reasons for not renewing membership, I wrote the 34
members who did not renew for 1989 . Unfortunately, I learned
little as only four responded. Sad to say, two answers came from
widows whose husbands passed away last year : Lee Dark and John
Thummel. May they both rest in peace . I hope that they have not
left us without taking care of their stamp holdings . You can do no
greater disservice than leaving your spouse with the problem of
disposing of a stamp collection . It's unfair and inconsiderate . Keep
it in mind, please, and act accordingly when the time seems right;
and don't procrastinate . Because of your accumulated knowledge,
you are better equipped to face the buying sharks out there.
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EDITOR'S COMMENT

	

Steven S . Weston

It's time for Mikey to clean house! A Swiss dealer once
remarked that Swiss philatelic junk is sent to the U .S. because
"Mikey likes everything!" This may be true, but it cannot account
for all the junk I see in the bourse : wrinkled, soiled, ripped family
mail masquerading as covers; thinned, dirty, creased, obliterated
stamps on sale-sheets with Scott catalog numbers pretending to be
collectible. It's a disgrace! And, I think we're partly to blame.

Why? Because we never throw anything away as long as there's
a faint chance to make a dime off of it . I call upon all Swiss
collectors to put a match to this junk . I just burned eight ounces
of stamps! But before you despair about the undiscovered varieties
and nuances that I've reduced to ashes, ask yourself this question:
Even if one undiscovered variety existed in that pile of junk, would
you want to have it in your collection? I'm talking about really
doggy stamps here--stamps I wouldn't give away . After all, how
much would you pay for an item that had missing perfs, or a big
thin, or a scrape? Name a defect, these stamps had them in spades!

A few weeks ago, I also cut up three inches of junk covers . You
know the kind: the family mail items you get when you buy a lot
of covers to get a couple of "keepers ." Wrinkled, dirty, torn, toned,
boring covers with mangled stamps . Nobody wants these covers,
but somebody wants the few good stamps on them.

What astounds me is that some U .S. dealers sell this junk . Where
do they get it? From us, of course . When we die or prematurely
dispose of our collections, all the junk we've been saving becomes
"dealer stock"! Let's all do a favor for each other--for now and the
future--put the trash where it belongs . Dispose of it . In the long
run, your collection will be worth more.

Stamp quality is subject to some debate in the U .S. Apparently,
the new Scott Catalog prices will be based on fine to very fine
(F/VF) grade stamps. U.S. grading standards (VF, F/VF, F, etc .)
are inadequate because they only describe the centering of a stamp
and ignore other aspects of stamp condition such as cancellation
quality, perforation faults, tears, thins, etc.

Swiss (and European) grading standards are simpler, yet more
comprehensive. There are three degrees of quality described in the
VSPhV Grundkurs in Philatelie, a workbook for teaching the basics
of philately. Third quality stamps, the lowest, are inferior and not
collectible . They don't belong in your collection or duplicate books
unless they are major rarities or useful as reference (paper type,
color, etc .) . A stamp is third quality if it is torn, holed, thinned,
scuffed, creased, missing perfs, or has a heavy or smeared cancel.
Imperforate stamps that are cut-in on three or four sides are third
quality as are stamps with the design cut-in by the perforation on
any one side . Third quality stamps should be thrown away.
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Second quality stamps are considered collectible in the U .S., but
you won't see many in collections striving for higher European
standards. Stamps of this quality have irregular perfs (pulled or
creased), unclear cancels, two or more cancels, machine flag cancels,
or Fine centering. For imperforate issues, they may be cut-in on
two sides. Second quality stamps are perfect gifts for junior
collectors; think of them as respectable practice stamps.

First quality stamps are sound and free of physical defects.
Centering should be Very Fine or better . As to cancels, they should
be free of any of the faults described above, but the type and
position of the cancel is in the eye of the collector . In 1983, Felix
Ganz prepared the following cancellation quality chart.

For those who col-
lect Switzerland in
used form, this chart
may be of some help
showing how the Swiss
establish their prefer-
ence in cancels.

Generally, the top
row would command
full catalog value and
the bottom row could
be had for 10% of
catalog value.

A review of your
canceled material will
probably demonstrate
why top quality can-
cels go for full catalog
value. They represent
only a fraction of
available used stock.

Applying these
higher quality
standards to your collec-
tion may reduce you
to tears. But on the
bright side, you'll have
new items to hunt,
stamp packets for kids, and a colorful fire.

While I'm on the subject of junk and bourse dealers, I remain
astounded by the utter lack of knowledge and ethics of some of
these dealers . For example (you knew I had an example), a dealer
had a nice Harco sales page with a nice looking cover under the
cellophane described as "Switzerland 1 L 1 Type V; $14,000; make
offer ." I asked the dealer how much he wanted . He said that $50
would be about right since there was no certificate, but that several
other dealers thought that the stamp was genuine . Well, the stamp
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looks like a "Zurich 4" canceled with an Zürich rosette cancel, tied
to the cover with a red Geneva double-circle cancel with the year
indeterminate, and a black receiving cancel from Romont with the
year indeterminate.

As you may surmise, the stamp and cover are fake . The stamp
is the "Frankfurt" forgery of this issue: it has the numbers 1, 8, 4,
3 in the corners . The cancellations are highly improbable.

This forgery, on cover and in very fine condition, may well be
worth $50. But, what really angers me is the obvious attempt by
the dealer to defraud someone. The description "Type V" was
written on the sales sheet using a different pen and different
writing than the basic "1 L I " description . Type V indeed! Ap-
parently some dealer read the small print in the Michel SSK catalog
and became an instant expert . A closer look at the illustrations
would have been more appropriate.

I doubt that I'll ever see a sales sheet marked "suspected forgery ."
I think it's high time for some dealers to do a little house cleaning
and an ethical self-examination. Meanwhile, collectors are well
advised to carefully examine the offerings of non-specialist dealers.

AHPS has been doing a little philatelic literature house cleaning
lately . The Society receives several Swiss philatelic periodicals in
exchange for Tell . After we've extracted translations and news
items for Tell, we send the accumulation to the APS Research
Library in State College PA . This month, we sentLiechtenstudyy
(Vols. I-IV), the HPS Newsletter (1985-88), the SVP Bulletin (1988),
the BBZ (1988), and the JBZ (1985-88) . Since AHPS members will
benefit from having these publications on the shelves of the APRL,
and considering the expense of shelves and the building to house
them, the AHPS also donated $50 to the APRL Building Fund.

Dick Hall, AHPS Secretary, also needs to do a little house
cleaning. Dick receives extra copies of Tell which he sends to new
members joining in the middle of the year . But, they do accumu-
late and Dick has back issues of Tell dating to 1980 . During the
"Pre-Chuck-Them-Out Sale," you can order specific issues for $1
each (or 6 for $5), postpaid, from: Dick Hall, PO Box 666, Manhat-
tan Beach CA 90266, and he'll send what he can.

Philatelic literature awards have been in the news lately . Several
U.S. societies have created new awards for recognizing and promot-
ing philatelic writing and publication . The Swiss Funds for the
Promotion of Philately also created such an award last November
with a cash prize of up to sFr . 5,000 .- . Swiss nationals are eligible
for works in any aspect of worldwide philately and non-Swiss are
eligible for works concerning Swiss philately . The prize will be
awarded annually for works nominated and selected by the VSPhV.

Last issue ' s Question & Answer (p .83) brought an answer from
Ed. C. Walton about the Fr . 3 .10 franking on an air letter to the
U.S . : "Swiss franking is based on the first class letter rate, with
surcharges for registration, express service, airmail service, etc . At
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the time of the letter [in question], the foreign letter rate was 30c
for the first 20g and 20c for each additional 20g . The airmail rate
was 70c for each 5g . For a letter weighing 15g - 20g, the total rate
would have been 30c plus 4 x 70c, which comes to Fr . 3 .10." Ed
also notes that Swiss airmail rates were quite variable and specific
for certain destinations prior to WWII . Roland Kohl and others
have had many articles on this subject published in Postgeschichte
over the years . We hope that Mr. Kohl will eventually combine his
articles in a book, that will help to untangle the Swiss airmail rates.

This issue's Question concerns the cancels used to commemorate
the Rhätische Bahn centenary. Sorter Rainey has sent the first day
cancels shown above and asks if they are special or normal cancels
and if there are others.

New definitive stamps are in the works . The Swiss PTT has
announced that the mid-values set (Signs of the Zodiac & Views)
will be replaced with a new series based upon the theme "Man &
Work." The first two values to appear will be sFr . 3.75 and 5 .50.

Also, the PTT wants to improve the look of the current Frama
ATM labels with a nicer looking background paper . When the new
Frama is issued in 1990, it will be supplied to all subscribers of the
PTT new issue service . I'm sure they won't furnish a complete set
from 0005 to 9995 (sFr . 9,995,000), but I'll bet the denomination
provided will be at least 35 centimes . I'll also wager that new issue
recipients will receive an item that is somewhat different than that
produced by public machines because it simply isn't expedient to
print several hundred thousand of them using the normal machines.
If so, there will be two varieties and, possibly, two first days.

I have two cover stories this month. The cover of the May issue
showed a painting by E . Elzingre from a 1932 book, A Century of
Swiss Alpine Postal Coaches, published by L'Art en Suisse, Geneva.

This issue's cover is a photograph of a 15th century wood carving
of St. John with an eagle from St . Oswald's church in Zug . This
carving and three others were used as design models for the high-
value definitives set of 1961 . My thanks to Henry Ratz for both
illustrations. Do you have something for the cover of Tell?
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The First Swiss Private Entires

	

Georges Schild
With Cross & Numeral Imprints Académie Européenne

d'Etudes Postales

Translated by Henry Ratz, from the original article published in the Schweizerische
Briefmarken Zeitung (SBZ), vol . 10/88, pp. 297-301 and vol . 11/88, pp . 343-6.

Translator's Note:
Back in Tell of
July 1988, p. 124,
I mentioned that
private entires,
first approved in
1907, must have
been a rather
cumbersome de-
tail operation.
Today, they rep-
resent a desire-
able collecting
field which is,
alas, pursued by a
very tiny group
of

	

collectors.
Prices remain
more than reason-
able . Since there
are still some
floating around,
mainly in mint
form, you might
be interested to
read the following
well documented
article that ap-
peared in the
meantime in the
journal of the
Swiss Union of
Philatelic Socie-
ties .

	

Keep in
mind, and those
of you who have either the Higgins & Gage or the Zumstein
Ganzsachen catalog can verify, that only the smallest portion, that
of the primary Cross & Numeral imprints, is covered here . It is as-
sumed that the author will one day follow up with the Tell-Boy and
subsequent design imprints . What a tedious yet fascinating under-
taking! Chapeau! Enjoy the following and let's hope you have
many of those pieces in your collection . -HRatz.

First page of avis #91.
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On October 14, 1907, the following avis appeared in the Official
Gazette #91 of the Swiss Postal Administration:

Postage Stamp Imprint for Private Stationery.

We would like to inform you that the General Postal Administra-
tion will provide for the direct imprint of stamps on private
stationery pieces such as envelopes, postcards, etc.

This innovation should be of great help to the public sector and
especially to companies, large organizations [clubs], etc . with
substantial mail volume, by eliminating the need for licking and
sticking postage stamps.

Corresponding detailed instructions are available at each post-
office, or can be obtained from the district offices as well as from
the General Administration Office . Till November next, all imprints
will be executed with the current stamp design, thereafter with the
newly created stamp images . The following instructions should be
used as guidelines for all branch offices:

Imprints of Envelopes, etc.
1. The Postage Stamp Control Section within the General

Administration will execute the no-cost direct imprinting of the
stamps on suitable stationery items, such as envelopes, postcards,
unfolded printed-matter cards, and wrappers, all of which must
carry the sender ' s name imprint.

Authorized Rate Values.
2. For the time being, the imprint will be limited to the

following values : 2, 5, 10, 12, and 15 cts . The minimum quantity
shall be 500 pieces per each stock item and per each rate . Beyond
such minima, additional quantities in increments of 100 pieces can
be ordered.

The elaborate decree further dealt with the following details:
3. The Postage Stamp Control Section will not handle company

(or society) name imprints.
4. The delivery of the stock to be imprinted can be done either

by hand or through the postal channels and must be accompanied by
a detailed postal order Form #312.

5. Orders sent through the mail must be properly franked and
sufficient postage in form or loose stamps must be included for the
return shipment . Also, the wrapping material must be of such
quality as to permitting its reuse for the return trip.

6. As far as envelopes are concerned, the flap should rest
downward.

7. -9. Deal with the payment for the total imprint value which
has to be included with the order . Stock shipped without such
prepayment was not to be handled.

10. In case not all ordered and prepaid pieces can be imprinted,
a refund in the form of mint stamps of the same design and value
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will be included with the return shipment . No refund, however,
will be made for any start-up and running waste.

11. The color of the stock to be imprinted should be such that
it will not influence the appearance and recognition of the stamp or
its color. (Example: for the imprint of the 5 cts . green stamp, no
paper with a green or greenish toned background will be allowed .)

12. Rough textured, highly calendered or other unsuitable paper
surfaces are not acceptable . The cardboard stock of the postcard
shall correspond in general with the postal specifications for such
items, both in strength and bulk . Maximum sized allowed : 14x9 cm.

13. Envelopes smaller than 14x9 cm and those over 18x15 cm
will not be accepted.

14. Wrappers and labels have to be sent in trimmed form and
must measure at least 10x8 cm.

15. It is recommended that each order of up to 1000 pieces
should include 3% waste allowance for each separate imprint, and
1% for orders over 1000 pieces . [As the order log of the Postal
Administration shows, even those relatively high figures for waste
were not sufficient with certain orders .]

16. Orders delivered by hand shall be picked up within 12 days.
Failure to do so will result in a shipment by mail unfranked [and
therefore subject to postage due penalties].

18. Imprinted pieces cannot be exchanged at post office
counters.

19. Spoiled and unusable stationery pieces can be submitted for
an exchange as long as the value imprint has not been obliterated.

22. Cutouts from imprinted pieces are not valid for postage.
Such misuse will be treated as a violation of the Postal Secrecy Act.

This opportunity to create private entires offered by the PTT
(then still called General Postal Administration) trailed other foreign
postal entities ' introduction of such articles by many years . Great
Britain, for instance, pioneer in matters of postage stamps and their
simplification of operations as a consequence, introduced already in
1855 private imprinted envelopes . Germany followed with such
items during the early 1870s.

During the same period a similar but short-lived opportunity for
special orders existed too in Switzerland . But from the documenta-
tion available today, it appears that very few firms took advantage
of it . As a matter of fact, only two such postcards were especially
made for the firms of A. Sauter & Co . and H.F . Koller-Müller, both
established in Zürich, and used for a period of three years between
1875 and 1878 . See Fig. I.

These special orders, however, cannot be classified with the
private entires under discussion here . Nor can those preprinted
envelopes which were available from the Mint with an address
imprint and which were used by a mere dozen firms and private
citizens and embellished with their often rather attractive renditions;
see Fig . 2 . The difference is simple: the latter represent envelopes
that were available at all postal counters and were provided with a
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name and address imprint afterwards, whereas the so-called private
entires were handled in the opposite way: the value imprint was
applied to furnished items that already carried the name imprint.

Figure 1 . Special made by the GPA for the firm A . Sauter, Zürich.

Figure 2 . Special made by the Mint for its Director, A . Escher.

For 40 years thereafter no entires would be produced on special
request until the above decree was issued in October of 1907,
following intense lobbying by commerce and industry.

However, this was not the only order issued that dealt with
private entires . Already on November 6, 1907, barely three weeks
following the introduction of this new possibility, avis #97 dealt
with the cancellation of such items. Should the value imprint be
obliterated with a direct strike or shall a proximity strike suffice as
has been the order in the past for canceling Tübeli (dove) pieces or
previously imprinted postal cards? It was decided at the highest
level that henceforth these imprinted values should be canceled just
like ordinary postage stamps. Operating instructions were amended
accordingly.
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On December 2, 1908, avis #124 added the possibility of the
imprinting of 20, 25, and 30 cts . values while at the same time
fixing the minimum order quantity for these higher values at 250
pieces. A postal order of December 1910 further expands the
imprinting to the values of 35 and 40 cts . to which a 50 cts . value
was added later (although known today to exist only on labels).

With the introduction and popularity of the meter franking
machines during the 1920s, the production of private imprint entires
became redundant and reached its final demise with avis #48 of
March 19, 1930 . However, private meter imprints executed by the
PTT for firms and individual citizens are still possible today, with
minimum order quantities set at 250 pieces [see my article

mentioned in the opening statement].
Yet, till the time ran out on those private imprints, they were a

roaring success . Enormous numbers of societies and individuals took
advantage of this opportunity to create a variety of stationery items.
Until its demise, the program attracted more than 20,000 orders and
the catalog lists 430 different entires . As to the Cross & Numeral
issue discussed here, more than 250 orders were executed for 140
different firms within a time span of only one month . Remember
the first avis appeared on October 14, 1907 and already by Novem-
ber 15 of the same year the new stamp designs of Tell-Boy and
Helvetia were used exclusively . This averages out to ten orders per
day (six-day work-week then) which should prove amply that there
existed a real need for such private entires.

After more than 20 years of trying within the framework of the
Swiss Entires Society to establish a precise list of the existing Cross
& Numeral imprints, we had tallied about 120 firms . It finally
dawned on this writer to do what seemed to be most logical (if one
had thought about it before . . .), and that is to call on the PTT
headquarters staff and in particular Mr . J. Gnägi who has always
met us philatelists with much understanding . Lo and behold, to our
great surprise, giant albums were presented to us that contained a
sample of each order, or at least what was considered then as an
order. The list of firms increased from our 120 to 140 but oddly
enough we also found that there are numerous private imprints in
existence today which do not figure in these postal log books. The
easy explanation for this situation would be that certain customer
orders were "halved ." According to the prescription, a minimum of
500 pieces had to be produced of one item. It appears that for
several clients this quantity was too high and resulted in a pooling
with a friend for a combined order to achieve those minima . The
log reveals some evidence of this practice : one order under the same
log number for one single customer shows a 200 and a 300 piece
split . It must have happened frequently; as you can notice in the
tables at the end of this article, we list almost 40 entires that did
not figure in the PTT logs . It is possible that under certain
circumstances an eye was closed here and there to let an occasional
order that mixed envelopes and postcards at 5 and 10 cts . go
through as long as the total of 500 pieces could be accounted for.
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The log then was simply augmented by only one of the two
envelopes, for instance, with the notice "500" without further
specifying that the order actually contained 200 cards . This
represents only one attempt to justify the existence of more samples
than are documented.

Of significance is the fact that the logs contain two kinds of
entires which have not shown up among collectors to this date . For
example, the firm Ackermann not only ordered the sole gummed
label (of which we are aware of one single copy in the collection of
the Rölli's) but it had also ordered the sole sample pouch 10 cts.
imprint . The order of 500 pieces is documented but how many
were imprinted is not readily apparent and none have been
discovered to this day . Another totally elusive item was ordered by
the treasury of the city of Lausanne : a private fold-in sheet that
has, to the best of my knowledge, not surfaced yet despite its rather
large print-order of 2000 copies . Did it perhaps contain a reminder
by the tax collector to cough up those unpaid taxes and was
inevitably dispatched in a straight line to the waste basket by its
recipients?

Finally, let's look at some specific points relative to this issue:
Name Imprint . The decree specifically requested that all

stationery items submitted for imprints carry the printed name of
the sender . Nothing was said that it had to be effected on a
printing press, therefore, name imprints with rubber stamps were
acceptable too. It appears that several firms did not have sufficient
printed stock on hand at the time of ordering the imprint and
reverted to rubber-stamping the balance . Accordingly, we find two
different imprints today by the same firm, one executed in
typography and the other by rubber-stamping.

Further, it was not prescribed that the name imprint had to be
applied to the front of the item ; resulting in envelopes and postcards
that show next to the stamp imprint no further impressions on their
front side.

Positioning of the Stamp(s) . The stamp imprint cannot always
be found in exactly the same position and shifts, horizontally and
vertically, within the same order can be observed frequently . This
is especially true with items that contain two or even three stamp
imprints. We do not single out such shifts in the tables below.
Figure 3 even proves that waste was delivered as well . As the card
from Hossmann-Rupf in Bern shows it was fed into the printer
upside-down.

Multiple Stamp Imprints . Following the first period of Octo-
ber/November 1907 (with its Cross & Numeral design), a number
of firms had the idea to add one or more stamp imprints of the new
design to their stationery items to create a rate frequently used in
their business . See Figs. 4 and 5 . On one item from the firm Louis
Mestral in Lausanne, even a Helvetia of 1909 vintage was added.
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Figure 3 . Private postcard Zumstein #2 with inverted value imprint
(ex collection H . Huber, Effretikon).

Figure 4. Private postcard Zumstein #3 with two additional values.

Figure 5 . Private envelope Zumstein #3 with two additional imprints.
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As to the print-orders of these items that contain two and three
values, nothing is known since the PTT logs reveal no such kinds of
notifications . One thing is sure, they do not exist in abundance as
each print-order, most likely buried in the original order quantity,
was probably no higher than 100 to 200 pieces.

Known Stationery Items . Up to now, the following kinds of
entires with a Cross & Numeral imprint are known: envelopes,
postcards, wrappers (only one by the firm Vatter in Bern as shown
in Fig. 6), and one label by the firm Ackermann in Entlebuch (Fig.
7). As stated earlier, the imprinted sheet from Lausanne has not
surfaced yet among collectors nor has any surviving copy of the
specimen pouch ordered by the Bros . Ackermann.

Figure 6. The only known wrapper with the Cross & Numeral imprint plus
one additional value (Zum . #20).

Figure 7 . The only known sample of a label with Cross & Numeral
(ex Rölli collection) .

(to be continued)
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AHPS National Convention

	

Bob Zeigler

A full schedule of activities has been set for the American
Helvetia Philatelic Society's annual meeting at INDYPEX in
Indianapolis, Indiana, September 15-17, 1989 . Between eight and
ten exhibitors are expected to present 60-70 frames of Swiss and
Liechtenstein material.

As for the meetings and other activities, there will be something
going on all three days.

On Friday at 3 :00 p.m., there will be a slide presentation of our
most successful general-interest program, "Switzerland : A Panorama
of Her Stamps and Postal History ." At 7:00 p.m., Friday evening,
there are tentative plans for a joint meeting of AHPS with the Swiss
Club of Central Indiana, an active group including many Swiss
nationals . This will be a pitch-in dinner party, but it should not be
necessary for AHPS members to bring anything, except themselves.

On Saturday, there will be two presentations, one at 10 o'clock
by Ed Walton on the subject of "Swiss Censored Mail," and one at
11 o'clock by Harlan Stone on "Domestic Postage Due Usage ."
Following lunch, the annual meeting of the Society is scheduled for
1 :30 p .m .; this should be over in plenty of time for members to
attend the Judges' Critique at 3 :30 p .m.

At 7:00 p.m., following the close of the show Saturday, the
traditional INDYPEX awards banquet will feature the AHPS awards,
including a Grand Award plus a gold to the top winner, plus gold,
silver, and bronze to the next ranking exhibitors.

Finally, on Sunday, the 17th, there will be a swap session (like
Harlan Stone's very successful gathering at SEPAD) from 9 to 11
that morning.

There will be one last presentation at 11 o'clock by Bob Zeigler
concerning a progress report on the Handbook of Swiss Philately.

In all, we expect a very exciting and interesting three days in
Indianapolis, and encourage all AHPS members who can to attend.
For further information, write Bob Zeigler at 9122 Behner Brook
Court, Indianapolis IN 46250.
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Swiss
Trivia

R . L. Rainey

Do the very young children of Switzerland
have a chance to experience color and sound
and motion just for fun? What is the Swiss
equivalent of "Heigh diddle-diddle, the cat
and the fiddle" or "Higgledy-piggledy, my
red hen"? Allowing or encouraging delight in

such recitations is now considered basic to personality development.
Just as important is non-verbal exploration of color . Educators

influenced by Pestalozzi, Montessori and their successors keep asking
for more crayons, paints, and colored papers to stimulate art
expression in early schooling.

What seems like childish smear-
ing and daubing in bright colors
appeared on stamps issued jointly
by France and Switzerland on
November 25, 1988. The design
carries the signature of Jean
Tinguely. "Obviously, the Swiss
PTT and the French counterpart
have fallen for the sales pitch of
extremists in modern art . It is
hard to imagine how grown-ups
can see significance in such klet-
zerei!" might be a popular opinion.

But established critics assure us that Jean Tinguely is a genius,
a spunky and spirited arranger of new fantasies in kinetic sculpture
and studio paintings. Artists of his nature like to take things out of
the meaningful moneymakers' world and turn them into feelingful
toys. A professor of philosophy with a special interest in aesthetics
could marvel at Tinguely's tremendous symbolic vocabulary.

For contrast, compare the Europa issue of
Liechtenstein in 1961 (Z 354; Sc . 368) with
the "Meta" issue of Switzerland . Both de-
signs distribute rotary elements (gears and
whirly color ideas) on a flat surface . The
Liechtenstein design is not mechanically
functional, but no great fuss was raised
since gears have purpose and meaning . The
Tinguely design has far more energy and complexity . Happiest of
all, it's not closed on all four sides . Why put joy in a cage, a jail,
a vault? This is the first stamp that Switzerland ever allowed to let
feelings to dominate . Now comes the wait for a mature perception.
Will the Swiss temperament dare to indulge the childhood capacity
for delight in sensations of color and motion?

The writer, a graduate of The School of the Art Institute of Chicago, holds the degree
Master of Fine Arts in Painting . He has over 40 years participation in art education
and museum exhibit work.
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AHPS Auction Notes

	

Vinai Grim

In this, my first communication as your new Auction Manager,
I hope you will join me in thanking Bill Lucas for his dedication
and commitment in handling the duties and responsibilities of
Auction Manager for most of this decade . I hope to earn your
support and assistance in continuing the AHPS Mail Auctions as a
vital and beneficial part of our Society.

Published below are a newly-developed set of AHPS Mail
Auction rules . They are a compilation of thoughts, ideas and
suggestions gathered from officers and members of AHPS. As
stated in the Introduction, the rules are intended as guidelines to
assist both sellers and buyers in participating in the mail auctions.
Your comments, suggestions or questions are most welcome as an aid
in making them more beneficial and helpful to those wishing to
participate.

As indicated in Rule 1, it is intended that there will be a
minimum of three auctions per year . For the remainder of 1989 we
would like to have two more auctions, one to be in the September
issue of Tell and the other to be in November . In order to
accomplish this we urgently need good philatelic material . For the
September auction, lots need to be in my hands no later than July
10 . This will allow sufficient time for setting up the auction lots
and sending the auction list to the editor for publication in Tell.

Your assistance in furnishing accurate descriptions of items
submitted will be greatly appreciated . Doing so will help avoid
"after-the-fact" questions and possible misunderstandings . Please
send your lots at an early date as we hope to have a good variety of
desirable philatelic items for the next auction.

AHPS Mail Auction Rules
Introduction

These rules are intended to provide both buyers and sellers with
guidelines to follow when participating in the AHPS Mail Auctions.
The intent is to provide an attractive sales outlet for good quality
Swiss philatelic stamps and covers.

Rules
1. A minimum of three mail auctions will be held each year.

Closing dates for entries and bids will be set by the auction
manager . The auction manager will arrange to have announce-
ments on each auction published in Tell four months in advance
of each auction.

2. Only AHPS members in good standing may enter lots or make
bids in the auctions.

3. The minimum acceptable value for an auction lot is $30 .00 (U .S .)
based on current Zumstein catalog values.
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4. The minimum acceptable bid for an auction lot is 25% of the
current Zumstein catalog values.

5. The auction manager may reject a lot if the stamp(s) or cover(s)
submitted are found to be counterfeit, regummed or repaired.
Heavy cancels, stamps that are damaged or have missing
perforations and items that are defective in other respects are
also undesirable.

6. Purchasers will be notified by mail of winning bids and the
amount to be paid to the auction manager. The amount to be
paid will include a charge of $1 .00 per lot for postage and
handling. Payment by check of money order is required within
fourteen days from the date the notification was mailed.

If a purchaser receives a lot which he considers to be of
unsatisfactory quality or improperly described in the list
published in Tell, he should notify the auction manager and
return the lot within 14 days. Under no circumstances will the
AHPS be liable for incorrect identification or description . Any
disputes should be submitted in writing to the AHPS President
or Vice President for resolution by the board.

7. Sellers of auction lots will receive the amount of the winning bid
less 10%. A check will be mailed to the seller after the auction
manager has received payment for all of the seller's lots which
have been sold in the same auctions.

8. For each auction, a list of the material entered will be published
in Tell . Stamps and covers will be described to cover key points.
Zumstein catalog numbers and values will be used . If a specialty
catalog identification number and value are used, the catalog
will be identified.

9. Unsold lots will be entered in the next auction unless the owner
withdraws the lot . The reserve price may be changed if so
desired by the owner . If a lot is unsold after two appearances in
auctions, the lot will be returned to the owner.

10.Prices realized on auction lots will be published in Tell.

11 .On November 30 of each year, the auction manager is required
to submit to the AHPS board a detailed summary of income,
disbursements and expenses resulting from auction activity in the
previous fiscal year. Any funds in excess of expenses and
disbursements are to be transferred to the AHPS Treasurer.
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Sales Circuit Notes

Two new circuits were mailed during March and April and four
to six more will be posted in May and June . I'm pleased to report
sales of $3350 for March/April which makes it the best two months
in over four years. We have a lot of happy buyers.

Buyers : Upcoming circuits include errors/varieties, postage dues,
Helvetias, some cover categories and more . If you're not on our
circuit list, an SASE will get you a circuit participation form by
return mail . Give it a try!

Sellers: We've recently enrolled several new buyers of Liechten-
stein stamps and covers and now have a respectable list of buyers
of this material . If you have good FL stamps and covers (except
post 1960 FDCs and post 1970 stamps), this is a market for them.

Emil L. Tobler, AHPS Sales, PO Box 26, Bradford RI 02808
Telephone: 401-377-2238 (evenings are best)

New Members
2334 Werner Mahler, BC Can . 2335 Juerg Schwaar, NJ
2336 Herbert Brach, Texas 2337 John Burridge, Calif.
2338 Gustav Cserr, Jr ., Penn . 2339 Wm . Dubacher, New York
2340 R. Bruce Harde, NJ 2341 Gaston Scheers, New York
2342 David Tam, BC Canada 2343 Harper Willis, LA
2344 Michael Yost, Calif.

Reinstatements
1239 F.C . Nachtigal 1693 Louis F . Freitag
2242 Herman Gross 1315

	

Albert Spiller, Jr.
2078 Robert F. Sagle

Exhibit Awards Harlan Stone

"Swiss Landscape Issues 1934-48" SCOPEX ; Grand, APS 1900-
1940 Award . YORCOPEX ; Grand, Keystone Federation Award,
APS Research Award.
"Swiss National Fete Day Cards" ARIPEX ; Silver.
"Geneva POstal History" Philatelic Show ; Gold.
"Swiss Fondue" ARIPEX ; Silver-Bronze.
"Swiss Soldier Stamps, WWI" GABRA ; Gold.
"Swiss Domestic Postage Due Covers" VAPEX ; Gold.
"Sitting Helvetias" INDIA; Small Gold.
"Cross & Figure" BEPEX ; Gold with felicitations . INTERPEX;
Vermeil . Philatelic Show ; Vermeil.

Ernest Bergman

P. Felix Ganz
Charles J . LaBlonde
Bruce Marsden
Rudy Schaelchli
Harlan F . Stone
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Screen Flaws on Swiss Stamps : 1940-1950
Part II

	

Heinz G. Lippman

Editor's Note : The Spezi Booklets No . 1-4, written by P . Meier and T . Diggelmann
are available from the publisher (sFr . 48 .- for all four booklets plus postage of sFr.
9 .- seamail) : Briefmarken zum Bäumhlin AG ; Freie Strasse 93 ; CH-4001 Basel
Switzerland . The material presented here is protected by multiple copyrights.

Y-Shaped Flaw

15x Enlargement

From here on, we will call screen flaws, RF, short for Raster-
fehler . This flaw, RF-Y, is known in four different positions due
to the fact that the screen plate could be aligned for exposure in
two positions. The short arm of the "Y" always points to the right.
RF-Y is 2.2 mm long; it does not consist of a solid line, but is
formed by six short lines that are approximately 0 .25 mm long. To
know this is important, particularly if this RF appears only
partially, as on Z 264, Pax 20c sheet B 21/22, 43rd stamp, where we
can see only half of it above the "A" of "Voluntaris" where the
right-facing 0.6 mm long branch of the "Y" is formed by two parts.

One of the rarest RF-Ys is on the Bundesfeier Block (Z# WII 19)
where it is situated in the top of the flame . It is known that RF-Y
only appears on part of the edition of this block and most of the
sheets do not show it . The authors say that they own only one
example. They also mention that this flaw is difficult to find in
some issues such as Z 254.

It is believed that additional examples of RF-Y have been found
since the following list was first published in 1984. The authors
would be very pleased to learn of additional examples.
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RF-Y Listing
Z # Description AS Position
252 Over value figure E .12

Over "0" of value figure F.12
Right of middle tree B/C.11/12

Over furrow, under two right trees D.12
253 At foot of Duke G/H.10/ 11

At the ensign A/B .12/13
254 Under "e" of "sammeln" E .1 1
256 Under "HI" of "VECCHIA" F.12
259w On right top ring G/H .6/7
259x On right top ring G/H.6/7
260w On left bottom ring H.3
260x On left bottom ring H.3
260w In right top ring F/G.6
260x In right top ring F/G.6
262 In foot of "5" E/F.5
263 At top of "1" in value figure C.3/4

Between value figures D.4
In "A" of "VOLUNTATIS " G .7
In the vertical shading of "1" D .4

264 In the "0" of "20" D .5
Half over "A" of "VOLUNTATIS" F .7

268
In foot of "2" of "20"
Under "TI" of "VOLUNTATIS" F.10/11
Right of "Hominibus Bonae Voluntatis" E.12

277 Under loco in fine green F.1 1/12
On "7" of "1947" A.11

292 Over coach (retouched) A.10
293 In right top corner (retouched) A.11/12
294 Under "UPU" A.12

Left top of "UPU" A .10
FP 36 Under "TI" of "HELVETICA" G .10
FP 38 In left wing under "7" of "157" A/B.10/11
FP 41 On "A" of "Aero" A.11/12
PJ 95 At chin of girl E.3

PJ 98
In hair ornament
In neck shawl

C/D.5
F/G.3

PJ 99 In house roof on right F.6
PJ 99I In hair of woman on right C.3/4
PJ 102 Right of head D.6/7
PJ 103 At "H" of "HELVETIA" H .3
PJ 106 At "H" of "HELVETIA" H .3

Between 7th & 8th leaf clockwise C .2
PJ 107 In left bloom D.3

Right of bloom D.6/7
PJ 108 In right bloom D.5
PJ 110 Half of RF-Y at right edge F.7
PJ 111 On left bottom leaf G .3
PJ 112 Between value figures H.1
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RF-Y Listing (cont'd)
Z #

	

Description

	

AS Position
PJ 116 At left of bigger leaf C.2
PJ 119 Under left leafbud G .5/6
PJ 128 In leaves under big flower E .3/4
PJ 134 + in blue in front of right front wing F.7
PJ 136 [position not noted by author] ?
PJ 137 + at left front wing F.6
PJ 141 In fine black print of right back wing G.4
PJ 142 Under "EN" of "JUVENTUTE" (retouched) ?
PP 3 Under the Morning Star C .6
PP 4 At right shoulder

In "N" of "CONFEDERATIO"
A/B .3
L/M .3

PP 15 Under "AZ" of "NAZIONALE" A.11
PP 18 Through top of flame A .4
PP 19 Under top of flame at left ?
PP 21 Under "TI" of "HELVETICA" G.10
PP 22 Under "FETE" A.10

Next to "N" of "NATIONALE" ?
PP 23 Under the chapel in grey F.9
PP 24 Under "CO" of "MESOCCO" G.11/12
PP 25 In sky under "1944" (right) B .11
PP 28 In "HE" of "HELVETICA" G/H.9/10
PP 31 Through right poplar B .11

In mountain wall E.11/12
Above "TI" of "HELVETICA" G/H.9/10
Above "HE" in the wall G.8/9

PP 32 Above "EL" of "HELVETICA" G.9
PP 33 Left bottom of cross CAI
ZA 19 Through value figure ?
ZA 20 In middle of right edge E.7
ZA 27 In left thigh guard E.5
ZA 28 Above ski tips

G.1

Notes:
In the Zumstein catalog, PP 5 / pf.2 shows RF-Y . This is

incorrect; it really appears on PP 7.
Z 263: On sheet number B 24, the 43rd stamp shows RF-Y twice

due to the fact that each color was etched separately.
Z 293: The Zumstein catalog notes that pf .2 is a Y-shaped RF.

This appears to be incorrect ; it should be RF-O.

Streak-Shaped Flaw
RF-S appears about 41 mm away from RF-Y . RF-S is shaped

like a straight line about 1 .8 mm long and appears on stamps
horizontally or vertically.
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RF-S Listing
Z # Description AS Position
253 Between "HR" of "JAHRE" 13 .9

Left of sword in skirt edge E.10
254 Under second "m" of "sammeln" E.10

Under first "m" of "sammeln" F.9
Over second "m" of "sammeln" D/E.10

259 In right bottom ring G/H.5
263 In vertical line of "1" of "10" C.2

Under "X H" in grey A/B.2/3
265 In "0" of "30" E .6
277 Over locomotive C .9/10

+ over "4" of "1947" A .9
278 Over locomotive C/D.9
292 In front of coachman in violet D.8
293 In brown in mountain C.9

In yellow of second car D/E.11
294 Right of Earth in the figures D.9

In face of right figure C.9

295
In Earth through right hand of left figure
Right of the letter

C/D.8
C.8

Ditto, but farther away C.8
310 Under the insulators D.6/7
FP 38 In left wing C.11

At left in plane body next to white curve ?
PJ 95 Over second "E" of "HELVETIA" G/H.5
PJ 98 At top in left picture edge B.l
PJ 99 + under first "U" of "JUVENTUTE" A.3
PJ 102 + under "EL" of "HELVETIA" J.4
PJ 107 In value figures, difficult to see H.2
PJ 108 Between "VE" of "HELVETIA" H/J.5
PJ 110 Before "H" of "HELVETIA" H/J.3

Under "TE" of "JUVENTUTE" ?
PJ 111 On left blossom B.1
PJ 112 At right top picture edge D.7
PJ 134 In left front wing B.4
PJ 142 In middle leaf E/F.4
PP 6 Across and through bayonet B/C .5
PP 15 Right of sail, in the houses D .9
PP 22 Above the village B/C .8
PP 23 In first "E" of "BUNDESFEIER" A .6

In second "E" of "BUNDESFEIER" A.7/8
PP 24 Over the fort A/B.9
PP 25 In sky below "1944"

	

B .11
PP 29 Above "EL" of "HELVETIA"

	

G .10
PP 32 In sky above house

	

A/B .6/7
PP 43 In gable wall

	

C/D.10
PP 44 In wood arbor

	

D/E .8
PP 45 Left of group of fir trees

	

C/D.10
(to be continued)
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Thank you, Mr . Boutin!

	

Roland F . Kohl

In Tell 2/89, p .51, I promised that a full translation of the text mentioned would be
forthcoming . Well, here it is in a slightly shortened version, graciously provided by
the author himself. In addition, Mr . Kohl noticed that the card I highlighted in the
above Tell and which sold for $6000 at the June 1988 Alevizos auction in Santa
Monica, CA, was re-offered only five months later at an Interphila auction in Zürich
and hammered down for 22,000 sFr! Sorry to say, but moneybags made of sharkskin
seem to be quite à la mode these days in philately . HRatz . [This article originally

appeared in the SBZ 11/88 . Ed.]

When in 1919 the Inter-Allied Control Commission for Germany
prohibited the construction of airships, the end seemed to have come
to the Zeppelin Works of Friedrichshafen . But there was Dr.
Eckener, and he had a glorious idea . Instead of paying 3 .2 Million
Reichsmark to the Americans for reparations, he offered to build
them a Zeppelin airship . The Americans liked the idea and they
agreed--under the condition that the airship should be delivered
operationally at an American naval air base . The German
government however did not want to give a guarantee for this risky
enterprise, nor would any insurance company . In this situation, Dr.
Eckener made the guarantee by pledging the entire property of the
Zeppelin Works and the government had no further objections.

In 1922, the construction of the LZ-126 began . A US Navy
commission came to Friedrichshafen to supervise the construction.
A member of this commission was a certain Alphonso J . Boutin,
who also participated in the trial flights . Much later (in 1939), he
mentioned in a letter to an American collector (G .W. Bartlett) that
during the second trial flight, he and Max Pruss got the idea to
drop greeting cards from the airship . No drop mail is known from
this second trial flight, although Capt . Wittemann stated in his book
"Die Amerika-Fahrt des Z .R.III" that a lot of mail was dropped over
Stuttgart.

The first dropped cards written by Mr. Boutin are known from
the third trial flight which went over Switzerland . Already in 1956,
I found two such cards at a dealer in New York (Figs . 1 and 5), two
more are in collectors' hands in the USA and Yugoslavia (Figs . 3
and 6), and three more recently came up at an auction in California
(Figs. 2, 4 and 7) . All of these cards were addressed either to Mr.
Boutin's wife or to his daughter Therese in Fall River, Mass.

In his letter to G .W. Bartlett, Boutin mentioned that he had no
Swiss stamps and had dropped the cards unfranked . He assumed
that the Swiss government had affixed the stamps without charge,
but I cannot believe that . I think it must have been the finder who
franked the cards . It seems that Boutin had attached a banknote to
the cards once in a while, because in some cases the finder wrote
a word of thanks on the card.

The first cards must have been dropped loose out of a window.
Later, several cards were put in an envelope of oiled paper
containing a bit of sand, and with a long colored ribbon attached so
that the people on the ground could clearly see it fluttering down.
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Fig. 1 : dropped over Lucerne . Postmark LUZERN BRF. EXP.
12.IX.24-7 . Finder's note : "Besten Gruss vom Finder, Sohn E.
Schriber, Luzern, Bahnhof" . Text: "Over Zurich in ZR-3 / 11 Sept
1924 on 3d trial flight / Phonse", addressed to Mrs . A.J . Boutin.

Fig. 2: dropped over Lucerne. Postmark LUZERN BRF . AUFG.
12.IX.24-11 . Finder's note : "Besten Dank und Gruss vom Finder,
Knabe E. Schriber, Luzern, Moosmatt" . Text : "In ZR-3 on 3d trial
flight above Zurich Switzerland / Mailed through kindness of
finder. Card thrown out of ship . Love & Kisses / Papa", addressed
to Miss Therese Boutin . (Note: this card has an additional 25c air
mail stamp for the air mail fee to Paris or London ; as the finder
says "thanks," it can be assumed that a banknote was attached to the
card .) Transit postmark BASEL LUFTPOST 12 .IX .24-24.

Fig. 3: dropped over Lucerne . Postmark LUZERN BRF . AUFG.
12 .IX .24-10. Finder's note: "Gruss vom Finder, Sohn E . Schriber,
Luzern . . . " Text: "11 Sept 1924 / 3d trial / ZR-3 / over Switzer-
land / dropped from porthole / Love & Kisses / Phonse", addressed
to Mrs . A.J . Boutin . (Also see note for Fig . 2.)

Fig. 4: dropped over Basel . Postmark BASEL RIEHENSTRASSE
11 .IX .24-17; no finder's note . Text: "Over Basel on ZR-3 / Love /
Phonse", addressed to Mrs . A .J . Boutin.

Fig. 5: dropped over Hannover . Postmark HANNOVER 1 /
25 .9 .24 5-6N; no finder's note . Text : "ZR-3 / Love & Kisses to my
little one . / Daddy", addressed to Miss Therese Boutin.

Fig. 6: dropped over Hannover . Postmark HANNOVER 1 /
25 .9 .24 5-6N; no finder's note. Text : "ZR-3 / Love & Kisses /
Phonse", addressed to Mrs . A .J . Boutin.

Fig. 7: dropped over Hannover . Postmark HANNOVER 1 /
25 .9 .24 5-6N; no finder's note . Text : "ZR-3 / On last trial flight.
Hope to be back before this card . Love & Kisses / Phonse",
addressed to Mrs . O. Boutin.

It's possible that more "Boutin-cards" exist . Mrs . Boutin must
have kept them all over the years . Let's be grateful to her, too!
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Postmarks
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